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Mandarin Oriental Pudong, Shanghai, Shanghai, China
111 Pudong Rd
Shanghai, China

STAR Rating:

Phone: 86 21-2082-9888
Toll Free: 800-526-6566
E-mail: mopud-reservations@mohg.com
Web: http://www.mandarinoriental.com/shanghai/

Total Number of Rooms: 362
General Manager: Pierre Barthes

Amenity Rating:

Located in Lujiazui, Shanghai's evolving financial hub, the Mandarin Oriental is among the
more recent luxury openings on this side of the river.
Set just a street back from the landscaped waterfront, this place offers unbeatable views of
the The Bund, Shanghai's historic concession-era promenade, directly across the river.
This hotel is taller rather than wide, much like the city itself. The brightly tiled lobby in itself is
compact, enclosing a small but efficient reception desk and a handful of chairs beneath a
sprawling light installation. Elevators whisk guests up to their rooms or downstairs to
restaurants and the spa. A lobby-level tea lounge buzzes with gentle chatter throughout the
day.
Downstairs, Zest serves delicious Asian and Continental cuisine from a cheery open kitchen
all day. Nearby Yong Yi Ting specializes in Jiang Nan food, which translates literally to "south
of the Yangzte River," a regional cuisine known for light, delicate aroma and flavors. In the lobby level of the adjacent residential apartment
block, 58 Grill channels Shanghai's art-deco splendor with Michelan-starred chef Richard Ekkebus serving modern French fare.
Hugging the lobby, Riveria lounge is a cozy place for meetings, particularly during the daily afternoon tea. Classy Qi Bar's talented
bartenders whip up creative cocktails from 4 pm onward while local DJs spin on the outdoor terrace, late into the night.
The Spa has already garnered praise for its wide range of holistic treatments in 13 stunning
spa suites that channel feng shui. Guests are invited to arrive 30 minutes early to avail
themselves of the sauna and aromatherapy showers and linger post-treatment in the
bamboo-shaded tea lounge. The nearby gym is open 24 hours and packed with fitness buffs
making use of the state-of-the-art equipment and nearby pool. The fitness center also offers
classes in tai chi, Pilates and Fusion fitness, a combination of martial arts, kung fu and
boxing. If you've forgotten your gym clothes, don't fret. Swimsuits and workout clothes are for
sale, albeit at inflated prices.
Two stunning ballrooms and eight additional boardrooms and function spaces cater to
meetings of all sizes, accommodating 10-500 guests. An outdoor space in the landscaped
gardens is also popular for large weddings and parties.
Rooms and suites offer contemporary decor with light wood panels and warm palettes, even
if some decor appears slightly dated. Basic rooms on floors three to 20 offer 50 sq m, twin or king beds with thick duvets and goose-down
pillows, work desks, Illy coffee makers, 46-inch LCD TVs with a huge selection of channels and movies, iPod docking stations, high-quality
audio systems and interactive entertainment systems. High-speed wired and wireless Internet access is available for up to four devices, and
housekeeping comes by twice daily, including for turndown.
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Baths include deep soaking tubs, separate rain-forest showers, twin vanity areas, plush terry
robes, luxury toiletries by Ormonde Jayne and a second TV. Premier Mandarin River view
rooms offer superior views that include the iconic Pearl TV tower for a nominal fee.
Club Level rooms come with the usual bucket of extra upgrades, such as butler service,
private check-in and private lounge access, a swanky library and a wine bar on the second
floor serving breakfast, lunch, afternoon tea, evening cocktails and canapes. There are only
one-bedroom suites in the hotel tower; guests looking for more space can ask for connecting
rooms or upgrade to multibedroom suites in the residential tower. Along with Club access
and superior digs, premier-level suite guests enjoy a complimentary river cruise on the
hotel's boat.
Check-in is 24 hours, and the clock starts at the time of your arrival. There is high-speed
wireless Internet access throughout the hotel, and the friendly, efficient staff is very
professional and speaks excellent English.
Quality, value and service make this hotel one of the best business options in Lujiazui.
However, travelers hoping to stay nearer Shanghai's main tourist attractions may prefer the Fairmont or the Peninsula, both of which occupy
prime real estate along Shanghai's historic waterfront.
Latest Revision: December 2014

Basic Information

Location

Number of Rooms: 362
Chain: Mandarin Oriental Hotel
Group
Chain Website:
http://www.mandarinoriental.com

Nearest Airports:
Hongqiao Intl- 9 mi Southwest

Restaurants OnSite
Dining: 3 restaurants and 1 bar
On Site
Fifty 8 Grill (Modern-French Grill)
Yong Yi Ting (Regional Jiang
Nan)

Room Amenities

Recreation

(Amenities are in all rooms unless noted otherwise)

ON-SITE
Health Club
Health Spa/Massage
Pool (Indoor Pool)

Meetings Facilities
10 Meeting Rooms
1,248 sq m of Meeting Space
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Hotel Map & Neighborhood
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